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Well, it all started off when the band uploaded their promo track on the web. I was stunned, to
say the least. Damn, it’s been literally years since I have gotten so impressed with such raw
music like this very promo. Indeed, this is very deeply rooted in the second part of the 80s. 

  

Lyrics are very KAT`ish, with so similar, unique, devilish vibe hoovering all over this demo. Man,
SEXMAG`s music is a truly jaw-dropping experience, because this Sex Metal demo is so effing
good. These guys come from Silesia and formed back in 2019.

  

 Their first demo Nagrobek Kurtyzany was out in 2020 (mere 20 copies were released). This
2020 demo was pressed in just 30 copies, on tape of course. 
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SEXMAG is a four-piece band featuring: Michał "Kat" Chorąży - git, Fabian "L.V." Rymarz –
drums, Jakub "Golem" Sęp - bass and Jacek "Truposz" Wojno - voc. In short, their music
oscillates around death metal, blended with plenty of catchy, old-school thrash; all reeks of
deepest hell. It just radiates with pulsating, infernal power….this is pure joy, this music, it
therefore becomes hard to stop listening to these tunes.

  

 Sex Metal will be re-released in the LP and CD format very shortly so stay tuned, will you. 

  

I am looking forward to their next recordings, and I am going to tell you one more thing: when
we have bands like SEXMAG, well, I am sure metal shall never die!!!  
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